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In Brief
Founded in 2015, FairMedOnline (FMO) is a digital healthcare company headquartered in
Singapore. It provides neutral second medical opinions from a network of prestigious
German doctors whilst Caremondo, its medical travel platform acquired in 2016, provides
a curated network of over 160 leading treatment facilities and hospitals across 22
countries. FMO is a digital full-service company for international healthcare abroad.

Key aspects of FMO
• Global provider of neutral medical second opinions from a network of 100 renowned

German medical specialists covering all areas of specialization
• Strong network of medical advisors, cooperation and strategic partners like Medexo, the

market leader in Germany for the provision of medical second opinions, and Thanyapura
Phuket, a sports, health and educational complex on the island of Phuket in Thailand
• State-of-the art technical platform for an easy, intuitive, secure and fast delivery of
second opinions
• Second opinions composed in comprehensible language, free of medical jargon

Medical Specialists
A network of +100
medical German
specialists and
additional +1000
physicians globally

Key aspects of Caremondo
• Global full-service platform for high-quality medical travel
• Allows patients to compare and book medical treatments abroad at +160 verified JCI,
•

•
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TEMOS, and ISO accredited partner healthcare facilities in +20 countries worldwide
Accompanies patients along the entire value chain oﬀering comprehensive services for
patient convenience including visa processing, flight and hotel bookings, and document
translation
Network of +1,000 physicians
International awards granted by IMTJ as "Best medical travel website" and "Best
medical travel agency“
Fully TEMOS - certified for „Quality in International Medical Travel Coordination“
Served +15,000 patients since establishment and oﬀers +750 medical procedures
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Euros of anticipated
growth of global medical
travel market by 2020
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Leading Healthcare
Institutions
Access to +160
accredited, renowned
international clinics
verified by JCI,
TEMOS, and ISO

International
presence
Services available in
+22 countries across 4
continents

"We envision a world
where medical
treatments have no
limits or barriers and
can be accessed with
ease.“
People around the world have varying needs and
motivations when it comes to healthcare. Their
requirements and individual demands diﬀer, as
do their budgets. Since not every medical story
is the same, it is important to get the advice of
reliable and experienced medical specialists.
Unfortunately, this access to reliable medical
advice has been out of reach to many patients
around the globe - be it for an assessment of an
existing diagnosis through a neutral medical
second opinion or advice on suitable treatment
f a c i l i t i e s a n d l o c a t i o n s . T h i s i s w h e re

left: Philipp Graf von Hardenberg, Founder and CEO of
FairMedOnline; right: Matthias Berger, COO and CFO

FairMedOnline ́ s work and commitment begins.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT OUR TEAM IN GERMANY AND SINGAPORE
Neil van Heerden
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Phone: +66 92 4768556
Email: info@fairmedonline.com
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63 Market Street, #09-01
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Singapore 048942

www.fairmedonline.com
www.caremondo.com
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